Endoperoxide antimalarials: development, structural diversity and pharmacodynamic aspects with reference to 1,2,4-trioxane-based structural scaffold
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Abstract: Malaria disease continues to be a major health problem worldwide due to the emergence of multidrug-resistant strains of Plasmodium falciparum. In recent days, artemisinin (ART)-based drugs and combination therapies remain the drugs of choice for resistant P. falciparum malaria. However, resistance to ART-based drugs has begun to appear in some parts of the world. Endoperoxide compounds (natural/semisynthetic/synthetic) representing a huge number of antimalarial agents possess a wide structural diversity with a desired antimalarial effectiveness against resistant P. falciparum malaria. The 1,2,4-trioxane ring system lacking the lactone ring that constitutes the most important endoperoxide structural scaffold is believed to be the key pharmacophoric moiety and is primarily responsible for the pharmacodynamic potential of endoperoxide-based antimalarials. Due to this reason, research into endoperoxide, particularly 1,2,4-trioxane-, 1,2,4-trioxolane- and 1,2,4,5-teraoxane-based scaffolds, has gained significant interest in recent years for developing antimalarial drugs against resistant malaria. In this paper, a comprehensive effort has been made to review the development of endoperoxide antimalarials from traditional antimalarial leads (natural/semisynthetic) and structural diversity of endoperoxide molecules derived from 1,2,4-trioxane-, 1,2,4-trioxolane- and 1,2,4,5-teraoxane-based structural scaffolds, including their chimeric (hybrid) molecules, which are newer and potent antimalarial agents.
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Introduction
Malaria is a lethal infectious disease which continues to be a major problem to public health across the world. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), approximately 40% of the world population lives in malaria endemic regions, with around 200–300 million clinical cases and about 0.44 million deaths per year globally. Most of the malaria-related deaths occur among children under the age of five and pregnant women.

The disease is caused by protozoan parasites of the genus Plasmodium. Five well-known species (Plasmodium falciparum, Plasmodium vivax, Plasmodium malariae, Plasmodium ovale and Plasmodium knowlesi) have been reported so far to be the causative organisms of malaria in human. Among these five organisms, P. falciparum is the most widespread and pernicious species which causes potentially fatal malaria such as cerebral malaria and most of the malaria-related deaths worldwide.

In patients with severe and complicated malaria caused by P. falciparum, the mortality rate accounts for 20%–50% when left untreated. P. falciparum also produces a varying degree of resistance against a majority of existing antimalarial...
therapies. The emergence and spread of multidrug-resistant strains of *P. falciparum* against currently available antimalarial drugs has become an increasingly serious concern in the treatment of malaria.\(^\text{3-7}\)

**Artemisinin (ART)-based antimalarials: therapies, issues and challenges**

ART (1a) was isolated (1972) from the decoction of leaves of *Artemisia annua* (Sweet wormwood), a medicinal plant (qinghaosu) that has been used for over 2,000 years in the Chinese Traditional Medicine to treat fever. Chemically, ART is a sesquiterpene lactone-bearing 1,2,4-trioxane ring system as the peroxide functional moiety (endoperoxide) within the ring system of a whole molecule. Although ART had been used clinically to treat multidrug-resistant *P. falciparum* malaria, its therapeutic potential was limited owing to its low solubility in both oil and water. Later, reduction of ART produced dihydroartemisinin (DHA, 1b), a sesquiterpene lactol, which served as a template for the synthesis of a series of semisynthetic analogs such as artemether (1c), arteether (1d), artemate (1e) and artelinic acid (1f). They are collectively known as the first-generation derivatives of ART (Figure 1).

The first-generation ART derivatives can be grouped into oil-soluble C(10) β-alkyl ethers (artemether and arteether) and water-soluble C(10) β-(substituted) esters (sodium artesunate and sodium artelinate). These drugs possess more oil/water solubility and antimalarial efficacy than the parent drug, ART. Due to these reasons, they mostly replaced the quinoline-based drugs such as quinine (QN), chloroquine (CQ), amodiaquine and mefloquine (MQ) and their combination therapies (with non-quinolines like sulfadoxine, proguanil, pyrimethamine, atovaquone and antibiotics) in the treatment of malaria.\(^\text{8-14}\)

The first-generation ART derivatives are some successful drugs that have been found to be effective against CQ-resistant *P. falciparum* malaria. Therefore, they represent a new class of antimalarial therapeutics. These semisynthetic derivatives were developed in order to improve solubility and overcome pharmacokinetic issues that are commonly associated with the parent molecule, ART. These drugs are usually administered by oral or parenteral route to treat both uncomplicated and complicated (*P. falciparum* and *P. vivax*) malaria in many countries of the world. Artesunate and arteether are more potent than ART but have shorter biological half-lives, and produce fatal toxicities such as hematopoietic, cardiac and central nervous system (CNS) toxicities (in animal model).\(^\text{15,16}\) The sodium salt of artesunic acid (water-soluble derivative of ART) is capable of rapidly reducing parasitemia in patients with severe complicated malaria (eg, cerebral malaria). Artesunate injection has been attributed to give about 92% cure rate if given once per day for seven days. But, to stop the spread of resistance, sodium artesunate is usually given in combination with more slowly eliminated drugs, such as lumefantrine (2a, 9-phenanthrenemethanols), amodiaquine (2b), piperaquine (2c, 4-aminoquinolines [AQs]), MQ (2d, 4-quinolinemethanol) and pyronaridine (2e, benzonaphthyridine derivative). This in turn increases the efficiency of treatment in resistant malaria.\(^\text{17-19}\) The structures of these drugs are given in Figure 2.

Sodium artelinate, the sodium salt of artelinic acid, is sometimes used in the place of artesunate to overcome the hydrolytic instability experienced with the latter. In comparison to oil-soluble analogs (artemether and arteether), sodium artelinate is not only more stable in aqueous solution but also has a much longer biological half-life (1.5–3.0 h) with less CNS toxicity (in rats). The water-soluble ART derivatives have a rapid onset of action which makes them especially effective against severe malaria. At the same time, rapid disappearance from the blood may be a key reason behind their slow development of resistance against malaria parasites. It may also be a reason for recrudescence when these drugs

\[\text{Figure 1} \quad \text{Artemisinin and its first-generation derivatives.}\]
are used alone in monotherapy.15,19 Fast-acting ART-based compounds are therefore often given in combination with a second potent drug from a different antimalarial class. Such combination antimalarial therapies are known as ART-based combination therapies (ACTs). According to the WHO, ACTs are currently considered as the frontline treatment of multidrug-resistant *P. falciparum* malaria.11,12 However, resistance to ACTs (eg, artesunate–MQ) against *P. falciparum* has been observed in many parts (Southeast Asia) of the world. Recently, resistance against piperaquine is also being found for *P. falciparum* parasite. Due to this reason, triple ACTs such as artemether + lumefantrine + amodiaquine and artesunate + MQ + piperaquine have been recommended by the WHO for resistant *P. falciparum* malaria. Some of these combination therapies (eg, artesunate + MQ + piperaquine) have shown positive results in TRACII study. Since MQ is active in piperaquine-resistant strains and vice versa, this triple-drug regimen can be an effective therapeutic approach to treat resistant malaria.20 High treatment cost (relative to CQ or QN), unsatisfactory physicochemical/pharmacokinetic properties (poor lipid/water-partitioning behavior, inadequate bioavailability, short plasma half-life, etc.), toxicities and lower abundance (limited availability from natural sources) are some other notable problems associated with ART-based antimalarials.19,21,22 Due to these issues, the treatment of malaria has become a challenging task, which urges the discovery and development of novel antimalarial agents for the treatment of resistant malaria. The clinical utility of ACTs is due to their rapid onset of action and potent antiparasitic activity of the ART endoperoxide component. Though ART endoperoxides and their derivatives are the mainstay of current therapy, the emergence of resistance to ART-based drugs is a potential problem which is adversely affecting clinical outcomes of malaria treatment in developing countries. In recent years, research into endoperoxide scaffold of ART has been carried out for the development of newer antimalarial agents. Several design strategies for the development of affordable and effective synthetic alternatives to ART have already been initiated by the Medicines for Malaria Venture (MMV) program in 2002 with financial support. Such endoperoxide-based synthetic antimalarial agents would prevent disease resistance while providing better treatment options over ART and/or ACTs and acting as effective as artesunate, at an affordable price and with easy availability. The aim of synthetic peroxide discovery project of MMV is to identify a new class of synthetic, new-generation and orally active peroxides, which are more potent (with improved physicochemical properties and better efficacy profile in ART-resistant strains) than the available semisynthetic ARTs for the treatment of uncomplicated *P. falciparum* malaria. The purpose of this project is to provide a low-cost treatment when used in combination and to make the dosing regimen convenient with better patient compliance as compared to some existing therapies. The chemical scaffold of the endoperoxide compound series contains a 1,2,4-trioxolane moiety, referred to as OZ for ozonide. Therefore, the work of developing synthetic endoperoxides is also known as “OZ programme” which was first started at the F. Hoffman-La Roche, Switzerland (1980s and 1990s).21–27
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**Figure 2** Some important drugs used in combination with artesunate.
Endoperoxide antimalarials: structural diversity and bioactivity
Second-generation endoperoxides

Hundreds of natural and synthetic peroxide compounds have been developed from the first-generation derivatives of ART. The second-generation derivatives (Figure 3) possess good clinical efficacy against drug-resistant strains of *P. falciparum* and also have better metabolic stability than first-generation analogs. The second-generation drugs include C(10) arylxoy derivatives (3a–3d) of artelinic acid, deoxyartemisinin (3e) and its derivatives, C(9)-substituted compounds (3f–3h) and C(10) heterocyclic derivatives (3i, 3j, 5i, 5j). 19,24

Newer synthetic endoperoxides

Newer semisynthetic and synthetic endoperoxides (4a–4p) are also being developed. Some novel candidates are arteflene (4b), artemisinic acid (4c), artemisitene (4d), SM905 (4e), artemolane (OZ477, 4f), artesemide (4i), artesone (4l), RW1777 (4n) and artefenomel (OZ439, 4p). 11,19 The structures are given in Figure 4.

C(10)-ether derivatives (4g–4h) and C(10)-alkylamino analogs (4i–4o) of ART are also included in this category. These antimalarials are highly effective against severe, resistant *P. falciparum* malaria like cerebral malaria. Arteflene is a stable, safe and effective drug, but it shows a certain degree of recrudescence. It is a synthetic derivative obtained from a natural precursor Yingzaosu A, 4a. 11 The suppressive activity of arteflene is comparable to CQ in uncomplicated malaria. But, artemisone is not more potent than artesunate. However, it provides a single-dose cure in Aotus monkeys infected with *P. falciparum* when given in combination with MQ.

Arterolane (OZ477) and artefenomel (OZ439) are two latest synthetic endoperoxides originally developed from the parent structure of Yingzaosu A as alternative drugs to classical semisynthetic ART derivatives for resistant malaria. Arterolane is an orally active synthetic trioxolane (an ozonide with adamantane residue) analog of ART which has been effective against CQ-resistant strains. These newer drugs are also given in fixed-dose combination with piperaquine (eg, artemisone + piperaquine and artemolane + piperaquine) in uncomplicated *P. falciparum*-resistant malaria. In clinical trials, a cure rate of about 95% has been reported for the arterolane–piperaquine fixed-dose combination regimen when given thrice daily for a course of three days alternative to ACTs. On the other hand, artefenomel is a novel synthetic trioxolane derivative which is having fast killing action on ART-resistant parasites. However, its combination with ferroquine has been found active against CQ-, MQ- and piperaquine-resistant *P. falciparum* infection. Artefenomel has also been tested in combination with piperaquine and found to have potent activity on ART-resistant *P. falciparum* strains. 25–27

Newer endoperoxide drugs also include several 11-azaartemisinins and fluorinated analogs (Figure 5). 11-azaartemisinins (7a–7f, 5a–5f) are more stable and active than ART. Fluorinated analogs have good oral bioavailability (due to increased lipophilicity) with high metabolic stability. Compound 5g is a fluorinated derivative of DHA, and compounds 5h–5j are the 10-carba analogs of ART. 14,24

1,2,4-Trioxane-based and related endoperoxides

1,2,4-Trioxane-based

1,2,4-Trioxane is a biologically important structural scaffold that appears in natural/synthetic endoperoxide molecules and

![Figure 3 Some second-generation derivatives of artemisinin.](image-url)
Figure 4 Some newer synthetic endoperoxides.

Figure 5 Newer aza and fluorinated endoperoxides.
exhibits antimalarial, anticancer and antibacterial activities. ART is a naturally occurring 1,2,4-trioxane (Figure 6)-containing lactone moiety in a tetracyclic structural skeleton. The endoperoxide bridge of 1,2,4-trioxane scaffold is believed to be the key pharmacophoric moiety of ART and related endoperoxides.  

1,2,4-Trioxanes (7a–7l) have been developed due to efforts aimed at creating peroxides with a simpler structure but still sufficiently active against malaria parasites including resistant strains. Increased effectiveness with 1,2,4-trioxanes leads to the understanding of fact that it is the minimum and optimum peroxide-based structural requirement for the desired antimalarial activity. Of all the 1,2,4-trioxane derivatives (Figure 7), the 2-adamantyl derivatives have been reported to be the most active compounds.  

They reduce parasitemia to an appreciable extent both in vitro and in vivo.

1,2,4-Trioxolane-based

1,2,4-Trioxolanes, the ozonides (10a–10l), comprise another important class of organic peroxides. They exhibit excellent activity against malaria parasites, as do the structurally similar 1,2,4-trioxanes. Their activities are comparable to artesunate and artemether, both in vivo and in vitro, with improved pharmacokinetic (oral bioavailability, half-life, etc.) properties. The structures of some potent 2-adamantyl derivatives of trioxolane are given in Figure 8.

1,2,4,5-Tetraoxane-based

3,6-Substituted derivatives of 1,2,4,5-tetraoxacyclohexane are known as 1,2,4,5-tetraoxanes. A group of 3,6-dispiro-1,2,4,5-tetraoxanes (9a–9l) represented in Figure 9 have been reported to exhibit pronounced antimalarial activity against both CQ-sensitive and CQ-resistant strains of P. falciparum. The compounds with adamantyl substituents possess superior antimalarial effectiveness as compared to other compounds. The adamantyl substituent stabilizes the structure and improves the antimalarial activity. Some derivatives (9e) that contain polar sulfonamide groups at one end and a highly lipophilic adamantyl group at the other end also possess potent antimalarial activity. TDD E209 (9k) and RKA182 (9l) are known as next-generation tetraoxane-based antimalarial drugs. TDD E209 is said to be a single-dose cure agent in resistant malaria which is currently under preclinical phase of development.

Hybrid endoperoxides

To overcome the problem of drug resistance, combination therapy has been used for years with limited success, and therefore, the concept of hybrid molecules has recently been introduced for the development of new drugs for treating resistant malaria. In hybrid (chimeric) molecules, two pharmacophores are covalently fused together to a single molecular entity. In such dual-drug therapy approach, drugs containing functional moieties from two different classes act independently at two distinct biological targets, which substantially improve the therapeutic response just similar to synergistic drug action. A single hybrid molecule with dual modes of action may therefore be beneficial for the treatment of resistant malaria with high antimalarial efficacy and resistance-preventing action. Alternatively, hybrid compounds may exhibit a unique mechanism of action which is likely to be different from the candidate drugs against which malaria parasites have developed resistance. In hybrid endoperoxides, also known as chimeric peroxides, mostly quinoline and peroxide moieties are the contributing pharmacophoric groups. Such hybrid analogs are attributed to have the property of resistance-preventing action with some important advantages such as improved pharmacokinetic properties.
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**Figure 6** 1,2,4-Trioxane scaffold in artemisinin.

**Abbreviation:** ART, artemisinin.
Figure 7 Some 1,2,4-trioxane-based antimalarials.

Figure 8 Some 1,2,4-trioxolane-based antimalarials.
over traditional drugs such as QN, CQ, MQ and ART, and trioxanes, ozonides and tetraoxanes. Moreover, this novel strategy of delivering combination chemotherapy through a single chemical entity remains not only therapeutically efficacious but also cost-effective which ultimately reduces the overall drug pressure of the treatment. Endoperoxide-based hybrid compounds therefore represent an attractive alternative approach to ACTs.

ART hybrids
Some ART endoperoxide-based hybrid compounds are ART–QN (10a), ART–MQ (10b), ART–9-aminoacridine (10c), ART–vinylsulfones (10d) and ART–4-AQs (10e). They possess significantly higher activity than ART and QN or MQ or CQ. Figure 10 depicts the structure of some ART-based hybrid compounds.

1,2,4-Trioxane hybrids
Based on the “covalent bitherapy” approach, hybrids of 1,2,4-trioxane and AQ, named trioxaquines, have been developed. A trioxaquine molecule is constituted as follows: quinoline–linker–trioxane. The 1,2,4-trioxane entity of trioxaquine is responsible for the activity of ART, whereas the AQ entity is necessary for the accumulation (pharmacokinetics) of the drug within the parasite. The antimalarial activities of trioxaquines (12a–12h) depicted in Figure 11 are significantly higher than the activity of each of the individual fragments, indicating a synergistic effect of the trioxaquine and AQ components.

Compounds 11a and 11c–11g are 1,2,4-trioxaquine–4-AQ hybrids, compound 11b is 1,2,4-trioxaquine–8-AQ hybrid and compound 11h is the 1,2,4-trioxaquine–ferroquine hybrid. Some of these hybrid analogs show excellent oral effectiveness, but some molecules suffer from limitations such as poor stability and poor solubility. Trioxaquines are regarded as first-generation endoperoxide-based hybrids. Recently, novel coumarin–trioxane hybrids (11i) have been reported to possess good antimalarial activity both in vitro and in vivo against CQ-sensitive strain of *P. falciparum*. Steroidal (pregnane-based, C-21
Figure 10 Artemisinin hybrids.

Figure 11 Trioxaquines and trioxane–coumarin hybrids.
steroid) 1,2,4-trioxane hybrids (Figure 12) also exhibit good antimalarial activity with high suppression rate of parasitemia.24

1,2,4-Trioxolane hybrids

In recent literature, second-generation hybrids of endoperoxide, called trioxalaquines, have been reported. In trioxalaquines, the quinoline moiety, mostly 4-AQ, is conjugated with a 1,2,4-trioxolane moiety through a functional linker (trioxalaquines = quinoline–linker–trioxolane). These hybrid analogs also exhibit potent antimalarial activity against gametocytes. Trioxalaquine hybrids are adamantylated derivatives of 4-AQ (13a, 13b, 13e) or 8-AQ (13c) or aminoacridine (13d) moiety and simply nonadamantylated vinylsulfonylurea conjugates (15f) of 1,2,4-trioxolane (Figure 13).24,50,58

1,2,4,5-Tetraoxane hybrids

1,2,4,5-Tetraoxane hybrids (Figure 14) include tetraoxane–4-AQ, known as tetraoxaquinones (14a, 14b), tetraoxane–vinylsulfone analogs (14c) and adamantylated tetraoxane–vinylsulfone analogs (14d). They are as active as ART or MQ against the P. falciparum strain and possess higher activity than CQ against CQ-resistant strains.24,50,59

Moreover, some complex molecules mixed with steroidal tetraoxanes have been developed (Figure 15) which exhibit impressive in vitro and in vivo antimalarial activity.24

Pharmacodynamics of endoperoxide antimalarials

General aspects

The lifecycle of Plasmodium parasite is a complex biological phenomenon which comprises three major stages: mosquito...
(sporogony) stage, human liver (tissue schizogony) stage and human blood (erythrocytic schizogony) stage. During blood stage, within the erythrocytes (red blood cells [RBCs]), the parasite develops through several asexual stages such as rings, trophozoites, early schizonts and mature schizonts (Figure 16). At this stage, the malaria parasite uses host hemoglobin (Hb) as its primary food source. In *P. falciparum* infection, about 60%–70% of host Hb is degraded by the parasite.60–63 This catabolic process of Hb degradation is believed to occur in a specialized acidic (pH 5.0–5.4) metabolic organelle within the parasitized RBC, known as food vacuole (FV). The details of Hb digestion in parasites which are important to understand the biochemical mechanism of action of ART-based drugs are represented in Figure 17.

Literature reveal that heme polymerase enzyme, Hb-degrading protease enzymes (plasmepsins and falcipains) and heme (heme/Ferriprotoporphyrin) are some potential enzymatic/nonenzymatic targets involved in the antimalarial action of major drugs including QN, CQ and ARTs. It has been proposed that hematin, upon reduction to heme, is the source of ferrous iron [Fe(II)] that is responsible for bio-activation of the endoperoxide bridge of ART to cytotoxic carbon radical species which destroy *Plasmodium* parasites. It is therefore noteworthy that generation of heme during HB digestion process is attributed to be the fundamental biochemical basis of rational drug design of newer antimalarial drugs. However, a majority of antimalarial drugs are weak bases which accumulate in the acidic FV of parasites by pH-trapping (or ion-trapping) mechanism. Therefore,
basicality (pKa) of drug molecules and cytoplasmic/vacuolar pH are other important considerations to achieve target-specific drug action wherever desired at either cellular or molecular level in malaria parasites.62,63

Mechanism of action: 1,2,4-trioxanes and related endoperoxides

ART including semisynthetic derivatives and related endoperoxide antimalarials and derivatives exhibit high efficacy against the blood stages of *Plasmodium*, including the youngest ring forms, and mature trophozoites with activity to some extent against various forms of gametocytes in the blood. For instance, the in vitro activity profile of newer synthetic endoperoxides, arterolane (OZ277) and artemefonel (OZ439), has confirmed their efficacy as blood schizontocide against all blood stages of ART-resistant *P. falciparum* without effect on liver stages. The endoperoxide bridge of 1,2,4-trioxanes and related endoperoxides (natural/synthetic) appears to be essential for the antimalarial activity. An ART derivative lacking the endoperoxide bridge (deoxyartemisinin) is devoid of antimalarial activity. The role
of endoperoxide ring is depicted as follows. Endoperoxide ring is reductively activated on interaction with heme [Fe(II)] released during parasite Hb digestion, which leads to homolytic cleavage of the peroxide (O–O) bond of trioxanes generating stable cytotoxic species, called carbon-centered free radicals (carbocations). These reactive species cause membrane damage, alkylation, oxidation of proteins and fats, inhibition of protein and nucleic acid synthesis and interaction with cytochrome oxidase and the glutamine transport system in parasites.\(^{13,64-67}\) Iron (II)-mediated cleavage of trioxane endoperoxide bridge was first proposed by Zhang et al.\(^{68}\) A plausible mechanism of trioxane endoperoxide (ART) bond cleavage and consequent lipid peroxidation in parasites is outlined in Figure 18. This mechanism depicts a typical oxidative reaction that occurs in parasite cell damage under oxidative stress (OS) induced by reactive oxygen species such as the hydroxyl radicals and the superoxide anion derived from several carbon radical intermediates. Cumming et al\(^{65}\) studied that interaction of lipid-solubilized heme with ART followed by Fe(II)-mediated generation of oxyl and carbon radicals (bioactivation) places these reactive intermediates in the vicinity of target allylic hydrogens of unsaturated lipid bilayers. Hydrogen abstraction and allylic carbon radical formation with subsequent reaction oxygen gain result ultimately in the formation of lipid hydroperoxides. It has however been reported that the antimalarial activity is dependent not merely on peroxide bond cleavage but also on the ability of reactive intermediates to alkylate heme or other proximal targets. It has been suggested that the damage caused to the parasite’s vacuolar membrane is due to Fe(II)-mediated bioactivation of endoperoxide ring and resulting OS. It is believed that sometimes, these radical species directly target heme and alkylate heme molecule (parasite proteins). This alklylation mechanism is another key target of endoperoxide-based antimalarial drugs.\(^{32,64-69}\)

Fe(II) at both cellular and molecular levels is involved in bioactivation of peroxide molecules. This involves two different pathways of endoperoxide cleavage (Figure 19) which leads to formation of oxyl radicals followed by carbon-centered radicals that ultimately produce a high-valent Fe(IV)O species (from the pathway where formation of C4 radical takes place by a 1,5-hydrogen atom abstraction mechanism) which has been proposed to oxidatively damage cellular macromolecules. However, heme iron [Fe(II)] plays a crucial role in bioactivation of endoperoxides resulting in reactive oxygen metabolite-induced cytotoxicity.\(^{34,64,70}\)
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**Figure 18** Mechanism of action of endoperoxide antimalarials.

**Abbreviation:** ART, artemisinin.
Conclusion

Endoperoxide antimalarials represent a huge number of antimalarial agents having a wide structural diversity with desired antimalarial effectiveness. In endoperoxide scaffolds, the 1,2,4-trioxane ring system (lacking lactone ring) acts as the key pharmacophoric moiety, which is therefore a fundamental structural requirement toward achieving desired antimalarial (biodynamic) potential with optimal pharmacokinetic properties. This is also an important biological rationale behind antimalarial activities of a wide array of endoperoxide analogs described herein. In this context, endoperoxide scaffolds (1,2,4-trioxane-, 1,2,4-trioxolane- and 1,2,4,5-teraoxane-based) and their chemical analogs including chimeric (hybrid) molecules remain as a rich source of newer lead molecules for the development of potent antimalarial drug candidates. Since the presence of peroxide system alone is not sufficient for the antimalarial activity of such analogs, this developmental strategy would require molecular design and in silico optimization studies in order to achieve potent antimalarial molecules (active against resistant malaria) without affecting target specificity (efficacy) and host toxicity.
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